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Abstract: Malaria is an infectious disease that causes hundreds of deaths each year, in particular in endemic
areas. Microscopic examination for confirming malaria parasites in the peripheral blood smear is the gold
standard method. In cases where diagnostic suspicion for this pathology is low, especially in non-endemic
areas, the haemochromocytometric examination as a diagnostic aid is of fundamental importance. The
analytical performances of the novel generation of hematological analyzers using different techniques can
identify the presence of the malarial parasites in blood, producing specific cell distributions. Therefore,
cell counting performed on all febrile patients can be considered a new diagnostic opportunity in malaria
infection.
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Introduction
Malaria is an acute infectious disease caused by one of the
four species of protozoa belonging to the genus Plasmodium
(Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium ovale, Plasmodium falciparum
and Plasmodium malariae) transmitted to humans by female
mosquitoes of the genus Anopheles. It represents the third
leading cause of mortality in the world, with over 200
million infections a year and more than 400 thousand
deaths a year as reported in the World Malaria Report
2018 (1). Although malaria infection is a problem specially
in tropical regions, in 2015 in 26 countries of the European
Union 6,199 cases of malaria were confirmed as reported
by The European Surveillance System (TESSy) on 30 June
2017 (2). A proportion of 99.8% of the cases were acquired
during travels, while other seven cases were reported as
locally acquired in three countries: five reported by Greece,
one by Belgium and one by The Netherlands (2).
The diagnosis Malaria should be made through the
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combination of case history, clinical observation and
diagnostic tests. Since 1990s new methods to detect malaria
have been introduced, such as: molecular diagnosis, antigen
detection using rapid diagnostic tests and indirect immunofluorescence (IFA) or enzyme-linked immuno-sorbent assay
(ELISA) to measure past malaria experience. However,
the gold standard for confirming the presence and the
identification of malaria parasites is still microscopic
examination of peripheral blood smears (3).
In several studies it has been reported that the use of
automated hematology analyzers, especially in non-endemic
areas, supports the diagnosis of malaria, in particular in
those cases where there is no clinical suspicion (4,5). A
study by Mohapatra et al. showed a sensitivity and specificity
of 74.2% and 91.1% respectively using XE-2100 in the
detection of parasitosis (6). In this regard, we report a case
of Plasmodium falciparum detected thanks to the automated
blood cell count without a specific request for the research
of the malarial parasite.
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Figure 1 WDF scattergram shows a cluster of cells circled in
green which points out the presence of parasitic red blood cells.
SFL, side fluorescence light; SSC, side scatter light.

encephalic CT scan showing no lesions and blood tests,
which revealed an increase C-reactive protein 26.1 mg/dL,
total bilirubin 4.61 mg/dL, conjugated bilirubin
3.17 mg/dL and alanine aminotransferase 48 U/L. His
complete blood counts were: white blood cell (WBC)
12.81×109/L, red blood cell (RBC) 3.21×1012/L, hemoglobin
94 g/L, hematocrit 0.28 and platelets 47×109/L. The WBC
differential count provided by the instrument showed
normal values for lymphocyte 1.66×10 9 /L, monocyte
0.50×10 9 /L, eosinophil 0.08×10 9 /L and basophil 0.0×
cells, except for the number of neutrophil cells that were
increased 10.56×109/L.
The instrument signaled the presence of an abnormal
scattergram and the presence of parasitic RBCs
(pRBC) (Figure 1). In this case the analyzer flagged no
pseudoeosinophlia. Microscopic examination of the
peripheral blood smear confirmed thrombocytopenia and
the intraerythrocyte presence of Plasmodium falciparum
(Figure 2). From these data, subsequent specific tests may be
required to speed up the appropriate therapeutic approach
quicklier and avoid more serious complications of the
disease.
Discussion

Figure 2 Peripheral blood stained with May-Grunwald-Giemsa:
the arrow indicates one red blood cell with two trophozoites.

Case presentation
A 33-year-old male patient came to the Emergency Room
for sudden loss of consciousness followed by stupor and
confusional state. He has been complained for 5 days
a clinical picture of high fever, headache and repeated
diarrheal discharges. Spinal tap was performed, with
extraction of about 10 mL of clear liquor for the chemicalphysical, microscopic, cultural and virological examinations.
Liquor examinations was negative. He has submitted to
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Because the malaria is non-endemic in Europe, the
search for the parasite is usually done only under specific
request if there is a clinical suspicion and sometimes
it can be omitted if the patient presents a non-specific
febrile symptomatology. However, migratory flows and
the increased frequency of travels to tropical regions have
brought a growing number of cases of malaria accessing to
the Emergency Room.
The Sysmex XN-9000 automated analyzer (Sysmex,
Kobe, Japan) is a flow cytometer that uses the impedance
principle associated with an optical system based on
a beam of light emitted by a laser. The count and the
volumetric measurements of RBCs and platelets are made
using the resistive or impedance detection method. The
determination of the WBC count and differentiation are
obtained using 3 different signals: forward scatter light
(FSC), side scatter light (SSC) and side fluorescence light
(SFL). The intensity of the FSC indicates the volume of
the cell, while the SSC indicates the cell contents such
as nucleus and granules. The SFL indicates the amount
of DNA and RNA presented. These measurements are
performed in different analytical channels: “WNR” in
which the count of the erythroblasts, basophils and WBC
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characteristics of fluorescence and cellular complexity
present in the WDF-scattergram can be the first indication
of Plasmodium infection in patients with febrile episodes in
non-endemic areas.
In conclusion, detection of malaria by automated
hematology analyzers represents an advantage that aids in
the diagnosis of malaria in particular when clinical suspect
is low.
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